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George Ridderhof a V-Mann on behalf of Uffz. Kup. We may consider him being a “bad guy” 
 
Obst. Reile wrote in post war days several books on Abwehr matters. In how-far his 
imagination played in it a role I cannot judge, because I was only told about it by Rudolf 
Staritz. But from experience, most authors in those days, took an enormous freedom to create 
stories, which most were based on imagination. That is why we may not rely on such sources 
of information. This is not a particular German problem, but was commenced quite regularly.   
 
This file section mainly concerns Belgium and Northern France related persons. 
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Subject: Huntemann, Gerhard, Gottfried, Eduard  MIC Case 2313 
    Alias  Freddy Weber, Alias Hansen 
 1. Subject, a German national from Hamburg and member of FAK 307 gave himself 
up to the American forces on 13 April 1945 near Luedenscheid (Lüdenscheid), and was 
arrested on 17 April 1945 by the 301st CI C Detachment at PWE, Memory 5. Interrogation 
revealed that Subject had been active in the Abwehr in Holland and Belgium from December 
1941 until March 1944, at which time he became a member of FAK 307. Subject had 
tremendous amount of information and is talking willingly. 
Background. 
 2. Subject was born on 21 October 1901 in Hamburg.  He attended elementary school 
and high school until the age of 19.  He then became an employee in export firm in Hamburg 
for 2 years, went to a chemical concern for 6 months near Berlin and then he returned for 3 
months to Hamburg where he again worked in an export firm. In May 1924 Subject got a 
position with Poppe and Co. in Guyaquil, Ecuador , where he worked for 8 months.  He then 
moved to Valparaiso, Chile where he worked for the Compania Salthera de Tocopilla until 
June 1925.  At that time Subject’s father, who was the owner of an export firm in Hamburg, 
died and Subject returned to Hamburg to take charge of the business. In 1930 Subject opened 
a branch in Rotterdam, Holland, which did not prove to be successful and was dissolved the 
next year.  In 1932 the entire firm was forced to liquidate, mainly because of the unfavourable 
economic situation.  Subject lived at the house of a friend and colleague, the owner of the 
firm Scholvin and Co. of Calcutta, in Gross Flottbeck near Hamburg. He worked on odd jobs, 
but was actually supported by his friend’s family. In 1935 Subject got a position as paymaster 
on the German-Afrika Line which position he held until 1937. At that time he accepted a 
position as branch manager for G.L. Gaiser in Lagos, Liberia (Nigeria), One year later he 
became representative of the Leiss shipping Company and opened another in Port Harcourt, 
Liberia (Nigeria). On 6 January Subject returned to Germany, mainly because he wanted a 
better position.  He had already made a contract with the Sociedad Anonyma Drumen in 
Barcelona, which in fact was a German firm (formerly Mew Guinea Co). 
Initial contact with Abwehr 
 3. Subject was stranded in Germany when the war started, and could not return to 
Libreria (Nigeria); (AOB, in Nigeria he certainly would have been arrested and sent to a alien 
prisoner camp) . He was thus forced to look out for another source of income.  A friend of his 
told Subject that in Berlin, at 20 Budapesterstrasse, people were wanted who had knowledge 
of one or more foreign languages.  Subject was immediately accepted and started working at 
the Auslandsbriefprüfstelle (A.B.P.) (Censorship Office) in Berlin as colonial specialist.  
Subject worked here fore a considerable time, and was transferred in July 1940 to a similar 
function in Copenhagen, Denmark. (AOB, in his British interrogation he went more into 
details: he had applied for a different occupation by his former A.B.P. Chef von Freeden in 
Berlin; who also was sent to Copenhagen)  Here the Subject came to realize that he would 
soon be induced in the German army.  Since he was none too anxious to become a front line 
soldier, he discussed this matter with a former colleague of his, Frl. Adrienne von Ehrenbach, 
who in the meantime had been transferred to Paris.  Miss Ehrenbach knew Giskes, at that time 
connected with Alst Paris. She convinced Giskes that Subject was extremely useful man, 
whereupon the former notified the military authorities that Subject, upon induction, should be 
assigned to the Abwehr.  → 
 
 
 

↓ 
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On 6 November 1941 Subject was inducted in the 3 Coy Landschützen Ersatz Battalion III. After a 
short basic training course Subject was transferred on 10 December 1941 to Scheveningen, Holland, 
where he reported to Giskes, who in the meantime had also been transferred to Holland from France. 
 



Activities in Holland 
 
 4. When Subject reported to Major Giskes at 10 Hoogeweg in Scheveningen, he immediately 
sent him back home (AOB, to Berlin; where his mother lived)  in order to get civilian clothing.  
Subject returned a few days later and was introduced to several co-workers;  Hptm. Busse, Sdrf. Z 
(AOB, Zugführer/Lt.) Jaacks and Oblt. Wurr, all working in III F (Counter Intelligence) at the above 
address.  His initial mission was to get acquainted with general Abwehr matters and for the first 8 
weeks Subject had an opportunity  to study all available documents and cases. On about 12 March 
1942 Subject got the mission to proceed with Sdf. Jaacks to Hilversum, to assist the SD (IV E of the 
Gestapo) (Maybe more correct is: Sipo). (AOB, the object was raiding the NSF factory where it had 
become known that illegally transmitter were built from part of the NSF factory)  ON 16 March 1942 
the raid was conducted on the Nederlandse Seintoestellen Fabriek (Radio Factory), and an engineer 
Sloof, and several others were arrested. They were accused  of having built illegal W/T sets.  This case 
was solved by Sdf. Jaacks and Orthmann from the Gestapo (Sipo).  Sloof tried to escape during 
capture. In the resulting gun battle, Subject was slightly wounded in both legs,  He was in the hospital 
(Luftwaffe Hospital in Amsterdam) 4 weeks as a result of the wounds.  After discharge from the 
hospital, he got 10 days leave to Berlin. (His mother lived there Berlinerstrasse, Berlin-Zehlendorf)  
 
“Nordpol” 
 
 5. In early March 1942 Subject received a message from Major Giskes (AOB, here is 
confirmed, what I have pointed several times: that at least when arriving in Holland Giskes still 
possessed the rank of a Major and not yet of Obstlt!), written in German, with the instruction to 
translate this in perfect English (as spoken by a foreigner).  This message contained certain 
information about a “reception committee”.  Subject translated this message and a few days later 
received an English message from Giskes to be translated into German.   This continued for some 
time, until Subject was briefed by Giskes about the true state of affairs.  
 
 6. (Uffz.) Willy Kup, at that time an agent for the Abwehr had met a certain George 
Ridderhof, who had been in prison and there had met a member of the Dutch underground.  Upon 
Ridderhof’s release this cell mate had given him a message for his Dutch underground member.  This 
information was passed on by Ridderhof to Kup, who in return informed Major Giskes about it.  
Giskes did not believe Ridderhof’s subsequent story that an Allied plane would shortly appear and 
drop agents and sabotage equipment in a certain area and told him “to go to the Nordpol”.  This 
explains the name of the subsequent affair. (AOB, please notice, again: The Netherlands (Holland) 
had, in contrast to most other occupied territories, a Civilian Administration and were ruled this way. 
Therefore the Abwehr possessed mainly military Authorities, whereas the legal powers were handled 
on behalf of the German Police; in case of Spying agents and that like all was ran by the Sipo. The 
situation in Holland became extraordinary because the German police officer was: Kriminalrat Joseph 
Schreieder, who quite well matched with Major Giskes. After the War it had been concluded that this 
constellation had a huge impact on the course of the “Nordpol / Englandspiel affairs. The latter name 
was ‘given by Schreieder. In Holland this latter name is still to be the best known name) This explains 
the name of the subsequent affair.  Nevertheless Ridderhof was ordered  to try to penetrate this 
organisation and shortly after wards he was able to report that at Hooghalen near Assen, Holland 
certain sabotage equipment would be dropped, and Ridderhof took the explosives to his house in 
Arnhem.  Shortly afterwards Ridderhof was able to determine  the identity and whereabouts of the 
W/T operator of this organization. At the same time the “B”(Beobachtung-Observation) Stelle of the 
Orpo (Fu-B-Stelle-Orpo)  (interception and direction finding unit; actually also a police organisation, 
but operated highly efficient) in Scheveningen was instructed to double check this information.  
Shortly afterwards Hubertus Lauwers, living in The Hague, and handed him over to Gestapo (Sipo) IV 
E.  Giskes obtained (from Schreieder) permission  to talk to Lauwers witch was rather unusual, since 
all interrogations were performed by the Gestapo (Sipo), without interference by the Abwehr.  Giskes 
was able to “turn” Lauwers after giving him the assurance (Ehrenwort) that none of the agents coming 
from England would be executed for espionage. (AOB, also Schreieder gave his (Ehrenwort), likely 
with backing from RSHA Amt IV, and later Himmler himself) 
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7.  Every second day, Lauwers was taken out of the prison in Scheveningen, in order to send his 
messages, under supervision of the Orpo.  In April 1942 a message was received that an agent would 
be dropped near Steenwijk.  The Abwehr notified the Gestapo (Sipo) and this agent, was taken into 
custody immediately upon landing. (AOB, here is made a fundamental error, by whom? The 
operational matters, such as positioning the flash-lights marking the dropping spot, was done on behalf 
of III F officers; but arresting the agents was the duty of Schreieder’s men. The Abwehr did not 
possess operational authorities, they were even not allowed the carry weapons!) This man’s alias was 
Abor, his real name is unknown to Subject. At about the same time the Gestapo (Sipo) took Jordaan, 
Han W/T agent and Taconis into custody, mainly as a result of Lauwers’ interrogation.  Jordaan was 
also “broken” by the Gestapo (Sipo) (AOB, please notice: it was Schreieder’s tactic not to torture, 
which absence had also an psychological impact upon those on interrogation, being prepared for 
something that did not happen) and a second W/T station  was started by the Abwehr in Scheveningen 
(Jordaan’s call sign was PZAD) Thus, for two years the Abwehr could communicate  with England. A 
total of 42 agents were taken into custody (AOB, in my perception, it were just over 50), immediately 
upon landing.  At the height of the scheme as many as 13 W/T sets were operated by the Abwehr in 
Amsterdam, The Hague, Utrecht, Driebergen, ‘s Hertogenbosch, Arnhem, Noordwijk and Hook of 
Holland.  Approximately 900 messages were thus received and sent by the Abwehr (AOB, incorrect, 
because almost all was commenced by the Fu-B-Stelle-Orpo and not the Abwehr who had no authority 
and did not possess the means) Whenever a plane was due to let it pass unharmed, and the few planes 
which may have been shot down were due to errors and misunderstanding orders. (AOB, this 
statement is not in accordance with previous explanations. It would have been highly suspicious when 
never a plane would have been lost, by whatever circumstance) 
 
 8.  Espionage instructions were received and answered with partly correct information 
received from the army, but which was to a great extend misleading and false.  Instructions for 
sabotage were sometimes carried out. For instance Subject recalls the message instructing the 
organization to blow up the radio transmitter of Radio Kootwijk.  Several Abwehr members were sent 
down there at the exact time and a great display of fireworks acted as if a real raid were taking place.  
That some evening the “organization” reported to England that the raid was carried out as ordered, that 
it had not succeeded because of a careful guarding of the surroundings and that several members were 
killed or captured. The following day all newspapers published a message  from (GAF) General 
Christiansen, (AOB, the highest military authority in Holland), stating that the underground had 
attempted to blow up Radio Kootwijk, but thanks to the alert guards the raid had proved a failure.  It 
went on to say that several members were killed and captured.  
 
 9.  Another case of actual sabotage was carried out in the harbour of Rotterdam. An old 
elevator was towed through the harbour with German planes, which were made to look like a brand 
new shipment. In the centre of the Maas; between the two bridges in the centre of the city  this 
elevator was blown up with the result that it turned over together with all the loaded planes. This 
happened on a sunny Sunday morning, and was cheered by thousands of enthusiastic Dutchmen who 
were under the genuine impression that the Dutch underground had performed a grand feat of effective 
sabotage.  Other cases of genuine sabotage were committed on railroads. The real motive for the 
Abwehr was that they were afraid of a possible brother underground organization which might be able 
to counter-check certain information which had been reported to England. 

10.  A real complication arose when England instructed the organization to have one or more 
members return for discussions. The Germans invented a cover story for evey agent concerned, 
explaining that it was impossible for him to return at present time.  Ridderhof was then instructed to 
look for a real member of the Dutch underground (OD)(Orde-Dienst)(AOB, reserve officers with 
maintaining the order during the vacuum of execution  powers in case the Germans were no longer in 
charge) who would be completely ignorant of the fact that he was being sent by the Germans.  
Ridderhof found such a man in Sgt. Knoppers, of Blaricum, assistant to Colonel Koppert. The 
Germans asked England for permission to send this man who was genuinely interested in contacting 
the Allies in England, and when the message was received that he could be sent, he was dispatched via 
the route stipulated by the English service,  Subject emphatically states that Knoppers never realized 
that he was being used by the Abwehr as a decoy and that he is a genuine Dutch patriot, in no way 
connected with the Abwehr.   
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11.  Another time when Ridderhof successfully used his penetration of the Dutch 
underground was in the case of an American air force captain,  who was shot down and who 
was hidden by the Dutch underground for several weeks.  Ridderhof brought him in contact 
with the existing escape organisation whose members were all known to the Abwehr, since 
they were given by one of the agents who had arrived from England and who was “broken”. 
This Captain successfully completed his trip and safely arrived in England. 

12.  The English one day proposed to send a plane down to land in Holland and 
instructed the organisation to find a suitable landing point.  The SD decided to select a field 
but to mine it, so that the plane would up upon landing.  Giskes refused this plan and 
thereupon it was suggested to England to send a flying boat.  It was intended to have it land 
on the Zuiderzee (actually named IJselmeer) and to have it captured by some fishing boats.  
This plan was abandoned by England, who then suggested to send a PT boat to 
Engelmansplaat, a small uninhabited island in Northern Holland. The plan was to capture this 
boat, since the German navy was extremely anxious to get such a specimen intact.  The plan 
too, however, was later abandoned by England, whereupon an agent was parachuted down. 
With full information and addresses of an escape route (line). 

13.  A certain genuine British agent named Niermeier (whose call sign was (OPX) was 
of great concern to the Germans, since he escaped detection for almost a year.  They were 
never able to pin him down, because he changed location continuously and everybody was 
instructed to concentrate on this man. One day the Germans received order to submit money 
and new code instructions to a certain address in Amsterdam.  This address was unknown to 
the Abwehr and was immediately submitted to the Gestapo (Sipo; S.D.)  The Sipo took this 
man into custody, and upon interrogation found out that he was the operator of the OPX 
station.  

14.  For two years the Abwehr was thus able to supply the British with false 
information and to paint an entirely untrue picture of the extent and activities of Dutch 
underground organizations (Resistance). Subject and Giskes both received 
Kriegsverdienstkreuz mit Schwertern I Class. In total of 94 missions were flown by the Allies, 
42 agents were parachuted and up to 18 W/T stations were operated by the Abwehr. (AOB, 
not entirely correct, because D/Fing and coding had been accomplished by: Fu-B-Stelle-Orpo, 
the latter actually a police organisation, which stood far nearer to Schreieder’s Sipo/SD and 
was by no means ruled by the Abwehr Hoheit!) 

15.  All captured agents were taken to a former monastery near Haaren. About Nov. 
(actually 30/31 August 1943) two prisoners, Dourlein and Ubbink succeeded in escaping and 
apparently reached Switzerland (France-Spain-Portugal, England) safely.  Towards December 
1943 Subject began to grow suspicious of the messages which were received from England. 
His suspicion grew since no more agents were parachuted and no more planes came over to 
drop equipment. In March 1944, Heintje, a British agent was arrested was arrested and a 
message was found in his property, warning him of a sister organization which was penetrated 
by the Germans.  This information was forwarded by the British Military Attaché in 
Switzerland, who notified England, who in turn notified Heintje.  The Germans (AOB, notice 
since late 1943/early 1944 Giskes and Huntemann operated FAT 307 in Brussels, and were no 
longer directly involved in operational matters in Holland) deducted from this that Dourlein 
and Ubbink had been  had been able to reach Switzerland (England) successfully and warn 
the British about the true state of affairs. About one month later the Abwehr received 
instructions from the RSHA (AOB, notice: at that time the RSHA did not yet possess 
jurisdiction over the Abwehr!) to terminate the communication with a message which read 
about as follows: “We have noticed that for some time you have been doing business in 
Holland without our assistance, As your sole agents for a long time, we think this rather 
unfair, But never mind, if you would ever try to pay us an armed visit, you can rest assured 
that you will get the same reception as your agents.”. (AOB, the text was more elaborated, and 
was according Schreieder’s book “Englandspiel” sent on behalf of Giskes on 1st April 1944) 
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SD Penetration Activities. (AOB, this was elaborated and widely commenced!) 
 16.Subject relates a story which occurred approximately at the same time as the 
Nordpol (Englandspiel) affairs. He is not certain about the fact since this matter handled 
exclusively by the SD and all the information was “hearsay”.  Kriminalrat Schreieder, chief of 
(Section) IV E, had an agent (one out of several), Aben, who was a captain of an SS. 
Hollandia which made regular trips between Delfzijl, Holland and Stockholm, Sweden. This 
Captain Aben took information from the Dutch underground to the British Military Attaché in 
Stockholm and returned with new instructions, which were promptly delivered to Schreieder.  
Aben took a certain Jonkheer van Gevers Deynoot to Stockholm, with the knowledge of 
Schreieder who hoped that he would return to Holland with important information and could 
then be used by the Germans.  No further details are known to Subject, and he is not too 
certain about the reliability of this story. (AOB, with this true story have been dealt with 
before in our Survey)  
Reorganization of Abwehr. 
 17.In March 1944 (after 12 February 1944), a complete reorganization of the Abwehr 
was effected.  All members of III F were incorporated in the FAK 307 (actually this process 
started in late 1943, but the Abwehr became absorbed by Amt IV Z, from 12th February 
onwards, after the defection of the couple Vermehren in Istambul (Istanbul) Hitler order the 
dissolving of the Abwehr and its merging with the (SS) RSHA Amt IV, headed by 
Schellenberg) and (later) FAT 365. (III Heer, III Luftwaffe and III Marine were attached to 
the Military Commander in Holland (General Christiansen?) (AOB, notice: that the only 
remaining Abwehr sections, were those which directly delivered short lasting tactical military 
information) (III C and III Wi (economic) and III N were incorporated into the SD (not true 
because this was Amt IV, it was Amt VI in contrast) and transferred to Nijmegen. The entire 
III F personnel, with the exception of Giskes, Hptm, Wurr, Uffz. Kup, Uffz Hamm and 
Subject (Uffz. Huntemann) were incorporated (later) into FAT 365, while the above 
mentioned personalities were incorporated into FAT 307 and transferred to Brussels, Place de 
l’industrie.  Major Rudloff joined FAK 307, after giving up his post with Ast Paris, while 
Hptm. Dr. Grosse came over from Ast Brussels. 
Activities in Belgium. 
 18.Subject was instructed by Giskes to contact the various Trupps in Belgium. He 
visited Liege (FAT 363), Ghent (Gent) (FAT 364), Antwerp (FAT 364), Lille (FAT 363).  In 
contrast to Holland, where radio interception was carried out by the Orpo, (AOB, the origin 
went back to 1940, when it was decided to rule The Netherlands by a Civilian Administration. 
Albeit that the Orpo’s service was also applied for in France) this mission in Belgium was 
performed by a special unit, OKW WNV Fu-III and Funkueberwachung Kp (Coy) 616 
(medium wave and 615 (short wave).  These units were deployed throughout France and 
Belgium. 
(AOB, I would like to skip, for this occasion, the matters in Belgium and Northern France, as 
our objectives are: “Nordpol” and “Englandspiel” affairs)  
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Case “C.C.”   Christian Lindeman (King Kong) 
21.  Shortly after termination of the “Nordpol” case, Giskes told Subject that he had 

been very fortunate to get a very important agent, (code) named “C.C.”.  This man 
approached Giskes and told him that he was a British agent and that his brother had been 
arrested by the Gestapo (Sipo / SD) and was in prison in Scheveningen. He declared that he 
was willing to work for the Germans, if Giskes could manage to have his brother released 
from prison. Giskes discussed this matter with Schreieder (of course!), and after a few days 
afterwards “C.C.” was being run by Uffz. (NCO) Kup. Subject is not very familiar with this 
case because it was exclusively handled by Giskes himself and by Kup. He does know,  
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However, that C.C. was an extremely important penetration agent who successfully operated 
in Holland and Belgium and who had penetrated many underground organizations.  At the 
end of September 1944 (AOB, FAT 307 had lost Brussels), while in Driebergen, Subject met 
C.C. who had just crossed the lines (between liberated Belgium and occupied Holland) in the 
Eindhoven sector.  He was immediately interrogated by Major Kiesewetter (AOB, he once 
succeeded Giskes’ after he was chased by “SS Naumann” and started to build up FAT 307 in 
Belgium).  The following story is merely hearsay and Subject does not know the exact details:  
C.C. is supposed to have been in Allied Headquarters in the Hotel Metropole in Brussels, 
where he was in contact with prominent officers.  He had received instructions to contact 
certain key leaders of the Dutch underground in Eindhoven. He was supposed to have been 
able to supply certain details about plans of an Allied airborne invasion. Kiesewetter then 
immediately sent him to Eindhoven in order to contact the underground leaders, and gave him 
a mission to cross the lines again and to return within 8 days.   C.C. attempted to leave 
Eindhoven and to cross into Allied lines whence he intended to proceed to Antwerp.  He did 
not return from this mission. (AOB, here Huntemann is not telling the entire truth! Because 
with these matters have been dealt with in Huntemann’s context comprehensively! About 
what happened in Driebergen, particularly in Kiesewetter’s office, on 15 September 1944)  
 
 

↓ 
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Trip to Oranienburg Concentration Camp 
 22.  At the time of arrival in Hillenraad no actual work was in progress and subject asked 
permission to find out what had happened with the  42 agents who had been locked up at Haaren, 
which had been overrun by the Allies (after late September ’44) (AOB, also here the story has been 
told differently first by Giskes’ conversation with SS Brigadeführer Naumann in The Hague, which 
had be terminated in a hostile manner) Subject proceeded to Zeist where (Sipo) department IV E had 
been transferred from The Hague (AOB, Schreieder’s office at Binnenhof 4, in the Hague, was not 
entirely abandoned, because some matters played still in Western Holland)  Here Subject learned that 
Lauwers and Jordaan had been transferred to Oranienburg, contrary Giskes’ promise (AOB, also 
Schreieder’s. But Himmler’s guarantees, about May 1942: not to prosecute those involved had been 
revoked, due to the circumstances) Subject tried to obtain permission from Schreieder to see these two 
men, since he had a mission from Giskes to contact them and notify them that they should contact 
Giskes after the war at the Gasthaus Zum Stern in Elten, Rhineland. Giskes intended those men for 
post war use. They were to ask for Dr. Gerhards (one of Giskes’ aliases) A few days later Subject 
received a written permission from Brigadeführer Naumann, Gestapo (B.d.S) in Holland, to visit the 
two men in Oranienburg. Initially, Subject was not given permission to see the two men in 
Oranienburg, because they were working on secret weapons. The following day however Subject did 
receive permission to see them. (AOB, I suppose, that likely Schreieder had intervened: maybe, as to 
ease the travel reason, Huntemann might have combined the trip with visiting his mother’s home in 
Berlin-Zehlendorf).  When Subject arrived at Oranienburg only Jordaan was there, Lauers was 
supposed to have been transferred to another camp near Rathenow.  Jordaan was in a deplorable 
physical and mental state, He asked the Subject to let his parent know that he was still alive and asked 
Subject to contact him after the war at Haaksbergen near Enschede, Huis de Bleek.  Lauwers’ address 
was in Bussum (at?) Wittebol.  Subject in return gave Jordaan the message from Giskes, but claims 
that Jordaan immediately refused ever to contact Giskes after the war.  Jordaan furthermore stated to 
Subject that he would attempt to contact Lt.Col. Blunt in London after the war in order to give a 
complete account of his actions during the German occupation. The fate of the other 40 agents is 
unknown to Subject, since even Schreieder was unable to furnish him any information as to their 
whereabouts. (AOB, the had been sent to Mauthausen Camp and all came to death). 
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Radio Detection and Interception. 
 7.  Radio detection and interception was organised differently in various countries.  In 
Germany proper OKW WNV-Fu III existed with its headquarters in Stahnsdorf (AOB, to my 
knowledge, this station was mainly concerned with regular Abwehr communications; and not 
with interception services). In Belgium this mission was performed by the Funküberwachung 
Kp. 615 and 616.  It is believed that these two units are part of the OKW WNV-Fu III. In 
Holland and some parts of France the radio interception and detection was carried out by Fu-
B-Stelle-Orpo.  (By the way, its headquarters was in Spandau near to Berlin) In the 
communication was performed by the Orpo in Holland and by the 
Funküberwachungskompanie in Belgium. 
Cooperation between Abwehr and the SD in Holland. 
 8.  In Holland fairly good cooperation existed between the SD (Gestapo Sipo IV E) 
and the Abwehr III. This was mainly due to the personal understanding between the two 
leaders, Giskes and Kriminalrat Joseph Schreieder.  The SD had to be notified in all cases of 
certain leads which might possibly help detect underground activities. The Abwehr could 
work on a case, but it did not have the right to carry out any arrest (Holland was civilian 
ruled, in contrast to military ruled).  Neither was it allowed for the Abwehr members to 
interrogate the SD prisoners..  Sometimes Schreieder allowed Giskes in unusual cases to have 
one of hie? Men talk to a prisoner, but solely concerning military matters, The SD had the 
right to keep all its cases and to do with them as they deemed fit.  In several instances 
however, the Abwehr was permitted to use some of these agents after they had been “turned”.  
This does not mean that all “turned” agents were handled by the Abwehr, since may cases 
remained under immediate control of the SD. As a matter of fact, the Abwehr was completely 
ignorant of any details of such cases.  Thus in Holland the rather odd situation existed that the 
Abwehr III was more or less “brains” of the counter-espionage organization, that the SD. 
carried out most of the executive functions and that the Orpo was responsible for the radio 
communication and interception. (AOB, sounding maybe a bit bitter, but the Orpo operated 
most efficiently in Holland) 
Relationship between Mil Amt (AOB, situation after 20th July 1944, when Amt VI became 
Mil Amt) and Leitstelle West. 
.. 
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